Anti Abuse Policy for .BAUHAUS

Abuse Prevention and Mitigation

Werkhaus GmbH (“Registry Operator”) is committed to prevent, identify and resolve uses of .BAUHAUS Domain Names it considers abusive.

Generally an Abuse of a Domain Name refers to the use of a Domain Name to cause harm to Internet users.

To protect Internet users from an abusive use of .BAUHAUS Domain Names, Registry Operator will conduct ongoing reviews of each second-level Domain Name below .BAUHAUS to ensure compliance with Specification 11, Section 3(b) (as defined in .BAUHAUS’ Registry Agreement). Registry Operator reserves the right to deny, lock, suspend or cancel any Domain Name registration or transaction and Registry Operator also reserves the right to cancel any .BAUHAUS Domain Name or set a Lock or Hold Status for any .BAUHAUS Domain Name for any of these, but not limited to these, reasons:

- to protect the integrity and stability of .BAUHAUS Registry and any Registry-related Systems.
- to comply with any applicable laws, government rules, requirements or any dispute procedures.
- to avoid any liability, civil or criminal, on the part of Registry Operator, its Affiliates or Trademark Licensees.
- to correct erroneously registered Domain Names within .BAUHAUS name space.

.BAUHAUS is being operated as .Brand TLD (as defined in Section 6.2 of Specification 13). Registrants of .BAUHAUS Domain Names hereby agree to be bound to this Anti Abuse policy.